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Abstract 

We characterize even and odd pairs in comparability and in PJ-comparability graphs. The 
characterizations lead to simple algorithms for deciding whether a given pair of vertices forms 
an even or odd pair in these classes of graphs. The complexities of the proposed algorithms arc 
O(n+r?z) for comparability graphs and O(n’r,l) for Pd-comparability graphs. The former represents 
an improvement over a recent algorithm of complexity O(nm). 0 1999 Elsevier Scicncc B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Let G denote a simple non-trivial connected undirected graph, with vertex set V(G) 
and edge set E(G). Write n = /V(G)1 and m = jE(G)I. A c*hortl of a path P is an 

edge of G incident to two non-consecutive vertices of P. An indwrtl pth contains no 

chords. A path is Ellen or o& according to the parity of its number of edges. Vertices 
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Fig. 1. A P4-comparability but not a comparability graph 

v, w form an even pair when G contains no odd induced path between them. They 

constitute an odd pair when (v, w) $ E(G) and there is no even induced path between 

v and w. 

Let G represent an acyclic orientation of G. For v E V(G), write N;(v) = {wl(w, v) E 

E(G)} and N;(v) = {wl(v, w) E E(G)}. We say that G is transitive when (v, w),(w,z) E 

E(G) implies (u,z) E E(G), for all v, w,z E V(G). A comparability graph is one ad- 

mitting a transitive orientation. Given a comparability graph, a transitive orientation 

can be constructed in linear time [9]. 

Denote by P4 an induced path on four vertices. A graph G is Pd-comparability [6, 71 

if it admits an acyclic orientation that is transitive when restricted to any P4 of G. We 

call such an orientation, a Ph-transitive orientation. The Hajos graph, depicted in Fig.1, 

gives an example of a Pd-comparability graph that is not a comparability graph. Given 

a P4-comparability graph, a Pd-transitive orientation can be constructed in 0(n5) time 

[6]. More recently, such orientation has been constructed in O(n*m) time [ 111. 

We formulate simple characterizations for a pair of vertices in a Pd-comparability 

graph to form an even or odd pair of the graph. They lead to efficient algorithms for 

solving the parity path problems both in PJ-comparability graphs and in comparability 

graphs. That is, decide whether or not two given vertices form an even or an odd 

pair, respectively. The complexity of the algorithms is that of finding a Pd-transitive 

orientation or that of finding a transitive orientation, respectively. However, it reduces 

to linear time, when the corresponding orientations are given. 

Even pairs have been first considered by Meyniel [IO], in the context of perfect 

graphs. They have motivated the definition of some special classes of perfect graphs, as 

quasi-parity, strict quasi-parity and perfectly contractile graphs. The parity path prob- 

lems are Co-NP-complete, in general [4]. However, special classes of graphs admit 

polynomial-time algorithms. They include chordal graphs [l], circular arc graphs [3] 

and planar perfect graphs having the two given vertices in a same face [8]. Recently, 

Arikati and Peled [2] presented an algorithm that solves in time 0(n2’) the parity path 

problems for perfectly orientable graphs, a superclass of perfectly orderable graphs. The 

latter contains Pd-comparability graphs. However, the presently proposed algorithms for 

Pd-comparability graphs are substantially simpler and their complexity lower than that 

for perfectly orientable graphs. 

The parity path problems were recently considered also in [12] for the following 

subclasses of perfect graphs: comparability, cocomparability and permutation graphs. 



The latter algorithms for comparability graphs require O(nm) time. The algorithms for 

permutation and cocomparability graphs in [ 121 require O(n + in) and 0(&m) time. 

respectively. 

In the present paper, we describe structural characterizations for even and odd pairs 

in comparability and Pd-comparability graphs. These characterizations lead to simple 

algorithms for deciding whether or not a given pair of vertices form an even or an odd 

pair, for graphs of these classes. The complexity of the proposed algorithms for com- 

parability graphs is O(jz+m), provided a transitive orientation is given. The complexity 

of the algorithms described in [ 121 for the latter class remains O(fznz), even if such 

an orientation is given. We recall that a transitive orientation of a comparability graph 

can be obtained also in O(n + nz) time. The proposed algorithms for Pb-comparability 

graphs require linear time too, when a Pa-transitive orientation is given. We recall that 

a PA-transitive orientation of a PA-comparability graph can be obtained in O(rr’) or as 

shown recently in 0(n2nz) time. 

Besides their application in the study of perfect graphs, even and odd pairs are also of 

interest in the pure context of comparability graphs, as pairs of sources and sinks of a 

comparability graph G can be characterized in terms of even and odd pairs of G [5], 

2. Characterizations 

The following definition is needed. Let G be a connected graph, S c V(G) and 

L’.M‘ E V(G) \ S. We say set S sepurutrs c,w in G when I‘ and by lie in distinct 

connected components of G - S. 

Proof. Let us assume first that C,M’ is an even pair of G. Then all induced paths of G 

between 1‘ and IV are even. That is, all induced paths between 1’ and 1~ are of the form 

I’ = .Y{ , . . . . X?/_, , = N’, k 2 1. Moreover, every general path P between c and 11’ contains 

an even induced path between these two vertices formed by a subset of vertices of 

P. Let us consider first the case k > I, i.e.. induced paths with at least four edges 

between I’ and ~1. Since G is a Pd-comparability graph, the orientations of the edges in 

any induced path with at least four edges alternate. That is. all induced paths with at 

least four edges between c and IV are of the form I’ = ~1. . . ..I?/> ,-I = I\‘, k > I. where 

(I‘, x2 ) t E(G) is oriented from I‘ to x2 if and only if (bia, .Y~A ) E E(G) is oriented from 1~’ 

to CL. Hence NC7 (u) U N,$( ua) meets all induced paths with at least four edges between 

I’ and M’. So does N~;_(M~)UN$(P). We are left with case k = 1. i.e.. induced paths with 

precisely two edges between I‘ and IV. If the set Ni; (r)‘J N(;( 11’) does not meet a given 
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induced path with precisely two edges between u and w, then set (N;(u) n N;(w)) 
does. Analogously, if the set N;(w) U N$(v) does not meet a given induced path 

with precisely two edges between Y and w, then set (N;(u) nN$(w)) does. Therefore, 

N;(v) u N;(w) u (N$(v) n N;(w)) and N;(w) u N;(o) u (N;(o) n N;(W)) both 

separate v,w in G. 

On the other hand, let us assume that N~(v)UN$(W)U(N~(ZI)~~N~(W)) and N;(w)U 

N;(v) U (N;(u) n N;(w)) both separate u,w in G. Because G is a 

Pd-comparability graph, all induced paths of G with at least three edges are alternating 

in 6. Partition the set of induced paths of G between v and w with at least three edges 

into four disjoint subsets El, El, 01,02. The set El UE2 contains the even induced paths 

u = XI,...,X~X_+~ = w, k > 1. Set El is formed by the paths where (u,x~),(w,Q~) E E(6) 

while E2 contains those satisfying (xl, v), (x2k, w) E E(6). The set 01 U 02 contains 

the odd induced paths v = xl, . . ..xZk = w, k > 1. The paths belonging to 01 sat- 

isfy (U,x&(x2k__I,w) E E(6), while those of 02 satisfy (X2,U),(W,X2k__l) E E(6). Set 

N;(v)UN$(w) meets all paths of El UE2 UO,, but none of 01. Set (N$(u)nN;(w)) 

does not meet paths in 01 either. Because N;(v)UN~(w)U(N$(v>nlv,Jcw>> separates 

v, w in G it follows Or = 8. Similarly, N;(w) UN;(u) U (NC(v) n N;(w)) separating 

v,w implies 02 = 0. Therefore v, w is an even pair. q 

Theorem 2. Let G be a connected Pd-comparability graph, 6 any Pd-transitive ori- 

entation of it und v, w E V(G). Then v, w is an odd pair if and only if 

N;(v) UN;(w) \ (N;(D) n N;(w)) and N;(v) u N;(w) \ (N;(v) n N;(w)) 

both separate u,w in G. 

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 1. 0 

By noting that for comparability graphs both sets (N;(v) n Ni(w)) and (N;(V) n 

N;(w)) are empty, whenever (v, w) 6 E(G), we obtain in that particular case the 

following characterizations: 

Corollary 1. Let G be a connected comparability graph, C? any transitive orientation 

of it and u, w E V(G). Then v, w is cm even pair if and only if 

N;(v) UN;(w) and Ni(w) UN:(u) 

both sepurate v,w in G. 

Corollary 2. Let G be a connected comparability graph, C? any transitive orientation 

of it and v, w E V(G). Then v, w is an odd pair if and only if 

N;(v) UN;(w) and N;(v) UN;(w) 

both separate v,w in G. 



3. Conclusions 

The parity path problems for Pd-comparability graphs can be solved applying Theo- 

rems 1 and 2. Given a Pd-comparability graph G and L:, w t V(G), find a /‘b-transitive 

orientation C? of it. Then L’, w form an even pair of G precisely when they lie in distinct 

connected components of G \ [N,:(u) CJ N;(w) u N:(v) n NC:(w)] and C \ [NC: ( M’) i_~ 

N~~(c)UNi;(~~)nN,(~~)]. The odd pair problem is similar, except that the latter sets arc 

G\[NC(I.)UN~(~~~)\(N~(~)~N~(~))] and G\[N~(~.)uN~(12’)\(N~;_(c)nN~(~t’))], 

respectively. 

Now consider the particular case when we have a comparability graph. In this case. 

L’.W form an even pair of G precisely when they lie in distinct connected components 

of G \ [N<;(P) UN;(w)] and G \ [No ii N$(r)]. The odd pair problem is similar, 

except that the latter are G \ [N;(E) U NC?(w)] and G \, [N$ (c) iJ N$(w)], respectively. 

A transitive orientation of a comparability graph can be constructed in linear time 

[9]. The remaining operations of the proposed algorithms are simple and can also bc 

performed within this bound. The given graph G is supposed to be a comparability 

graph. Otherwise the algorithms would require G to be recognized as such, in a previous 

step. 
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